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Abstract

Patient video taken at home can provide valuable insights into the recovery progress during a programme
of physical therapy, but is very time consuming for clinician review. Our work focussed on i) enabling any
patient to share information about progress at home, simply by sharing video and ii) building intelligent
systems to support Physical Therapists (PTs) in reviewing this video data and extracting the necessary
detail. This paper reports the development of the system, appropriate for future clinical use without reliance
on a technical team, and the clinician involvement in that development. We contribute an interactive content-
based video retrieval system that significantly reduces the time taken for clinicians to review videos, using
human head movement as an example. The system supports query-by-movement (clinicians move their
own body to define search queries) and retrieves the essential fine-grained movements needed for clinical
interpretation. This is done by comparing sequences of image-based pose estimates (here head rotations)
through a distance metric (here Fréchet distance) and presenting a ranked list of similar movements to
clinicians for review. In contrast to existing intelligent systems for retrospective review of human movement,
the system supports a flexible analysis where clinicians can look for any movement that interests them.
Evaluation by a group of PTs with expertise in training movement control showed that 96% of all relevant
movements were identified with time savings of as much as 99.1% compared to reviewing target videos
in full. The novelty of this contribution includes retrospective progress monitoring that preserves context
through video, and content-based video retrieval that supports both fine-grained human actions and query-
by-movement. Future research, including large clinician-led studies, will refine the technical aspects and
explore the benefits in terms of patient outcomes, PT time, and financial savings over the course of a
programme of therapy. It is anticipated that this clinician-led approach will mitigate the reported slow
clinical uptake of technology with resulting patient benefit.
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1. Introduction and Related Work

1.1. Introduction

Expert and intelligent systems have been shown to have considerable value to Physical Therapists (PTs)
working to help improve movement and function in patients with injuries or long-term disabilities. There
have been two major groups of system used: ‘proactive’ and ‘retrospective’. Proactive systems use sensors5
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Extracting pose-based features from images: (a) This patient with cerebral palsy cannot achieve an upright head
posture; (b) An estimate of 3D head pose (blue box) extracted directly from the image using the OpenFace (Baltrušaitis et al.,
2016) computer vision library.

to extract parametric representations of body pose and respond to it in real-time. They have enabled
PTs to connect with patients’ progress at home, acting ‘on behalf of’ the PT and providing motivation
through gamification (Saini et al., 2012; Alankus & Kelleher, 2015; Mortazavi et al., 2016), or feedback
and guidance through visualisation (Uzor & Baillie, 2013; Tang et al., 2015). For engaged and cooperative
patients, these fully-automatic expert systems have made possible impressive advances, including the ability10

to customise target movements (Alankus et al., 2010), explicitly addressing compensatory strategies (Alankus
& Kelleher, 2015), dynamically responding to changes in patient ability (Mortazavi et al., 2016), and remotely
summarising progress to clinicians (Kimel, 2005).

Retrospective systems provide an alternative to fully-automatic expert systems for progress sharing:
these systems use sensors to extract parametric representations of body pose and store it for offline analysis15

by PTs. For example, patients wear a ‘smart cap’ to record head movements (Huang et al., 2014) or a ‘smart
sleeve’ to record arm movements (Ploderer et al., 2016b). The challenge is then to develop intelligent systems
which let PTs make fast and efficient searches of the resulting data logs for clinically relevant movements.
These approaches show great potential as a way to monitor movements made during both exercises (Huang
et al., 2014) and daily life (Ploderer et al., 2016b), while making minimal demands on the patient.20

1.2. Motivation for the Current Study

Although the value of proactive and retrospective systems has been demonstrated, not all patients are
readily able to cooperate. Problems can include difficulty in seeing/understanding rules of gameplay, or
interpreting other forms of computerised feedback, and unhappiness about having to wear invasive sensors.
An example is the young patient with complex neuromuscular control problems, such as a child with Cerebral25

Palsy who lacks head control (Fig. 1a). The same constraints also apply to other disabilities and age groups
(e.g., adult stroke or injuries that affect cognition as well as movement).

A further difficulty is that previous studies of retrospective systems have revealed that PTs can find the
stored parametric representations of body pose difficult to interpret in isolation (Ploderer et al., 2016a).
For example, PTs interested in head movements reported difficulty in interpreting metrics like rotational30

velocity in the absence of any context (Huang et al., 2014).
Seeing the original context of movements – for example in videos – can reveal subtle but important

information such as contact between limbs or the gradual shifting of weight distributions (Aggarwal et al.,
2016) or complicating external factors like contact with external surfaces, or physical assistance from a carer
(Ploderer et al., 2016b). Video cameras avoid the need for patients to wear invasive sensors while preserving35
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the context of their movements for PTs to consider. All of these factors are vital to accurate and effective
physical therapy.

The primary motivation for this work is thus the need:

i) to enable any patient to share information about progress at home, simply by sharing video (with
assistance from carers, if needed)40

ii) to build intelligent systems to support PTs in reviewing the resulting video data and extracting the
detail relating to the body movements of interest for a given patient: i.e., video-based retrospective
systems.

We have taken the problem of head control as an example but worked to ensure our proposed methods have
potential applications to movements in all parts of the body.45

There is now a growing array of consumer devices which record encrypted video directly to secure Cloud-
based storage and which have the potential to support this kind of video sharing conveniently, and at scale
(e.g., Nest Cam, Netgear Arlo, Amazon Cloud Cam). As an example, the Netgear Arlo – used in this study
– is small, completely wireless, has HD resolution, universal mounting threads, and a magnetic casing, and
is suitable for mounting on a patient’s wheelchair or standing frame.50

1.3. Automated Analysis of Human Movement in Video

Two other groups of expert systems come into play when considering the automated analysis of human
movements from video: systems for human action recognition from videos (Poppe, 2010; Herath et al., 2017)
and systems for content-based video retrieval (Geetha & Narayanan, 2008; Hu et al., 2011). These systems
and their potential bearing on the problem of progress sharing and the extraction of relevant detail are55

further discussed in the following sections.

1.3.1. Human Action Recognition

Human action recognition systems aim to recognise individual human actions from video footage featuring
complete action executions (Poppe, 2010; Herath et al., 2017). Modern Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
approaches based on local appearance-based and motion-based features (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Yue-60

Hei Ng et al., 2015) are able to recognise coarse actions (e.g., ‘walk’, ‘stand up’) in challenging real-world
footage that may include very varied compositions, camera movements, multiple people, occlusions, etc.
However, these ‘low-level’ feature-based approaches are not as effective in problems involving fine-grained
human action recognition (e.g., Ni et al. (2014); Rohrbach et al. (2012)) where differences in actions of
interest can be quite subtle, including differences in the performance of the same action. This subtle detail65

is a requirement of our proposed system.
Progress in recognising fine-grained actions in videos has been made by explicitly considering ‘high-level’

features relating to the human within the images (Kläser et al., 2010; Yao et al., 2010; Chéron et al., 2015;
Choutas et al., 2018; Luvizon et al., 2018; Negin et al., 2018). An example of this is performing automatic
human pose estimation in order to extract appearance-based features from specific body parts, rather than70

across the entire image (Chéron et al., 2015). In fact, where pose estimation can be reliably performed,
results suggest that using only pose-based features (e.g., joint locations, distances between joints, relative
velocities) can allow for equally good or even superior performance to using appearance-based features in
fine-grained action recognition problems (Yao et al., 2011).

Inspired by this finding and by recent advances in the accuracy and robustness of image-based pose es-75

timation (Guo et al., 2016), we take an approach to the analysis of fine-grained human movements which is
based entirely on the results of human pose estimation; specifically, head pose estimation (Murphy-Chutorian
& Trivedi, 2009; Fanelli et al., 2012). A contemporary method for image-based head pose estimation (Open-
Face, Baltrušaitis et al. (2016, 2013, Fig. 1b)) is used to extract pose-based features in the clinic. The
pose-based features (here a sequence of quaternions) can then be used as a signal for the identification of80

relevant actions by a retrospective clinical software system, while the original video remains available for
context if needed during clinician review. Simultaneously, patients are freed from the requirement to have
bespoke software and hardware in their home.
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The traditional approach to action recognition is to collect examples from each of a number of different
actions of interest, extract features, and train a classifier to distinguish between them (Yao et al., 2011;85

Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Chéron et al., 2015). In the context of physical therapy, the need to provide
sufficient numbers of training examples in advance limits flexibility when PTs use the system to analyse
new videos: they can only retrieve actions which fall into previously defined classes. In practice, different
groups of PTs will be interested in different movements (e.g., based on the type of therapy they use) and
may have unique questions to ask about the movements of individual patients (e.g., based on the nature of90

their disability, or their progress within the programme of therapy). A more flexible approach to defining
actions of interest is a requirement of our proposed system.

1.3.2. Content-Based Video Retrieval

Low-level feature-based approaches to recognition have also been employed in the wider field of content-
based video retrieval, where users can type a natural language query in order to retrieve videos with matching95

content from a database of target videos (Geetha & Narayanan, 2008; Hu et al., 2011). State-of-the-art
systems (e.g., Ueki et al. (2016, 2017)) work by recognising basic ‘concepts’ (which can include, but are
not limited to, human actions) from low-level features within the images comprising each target video:
e.g., scenes, objects, people, actions, relationships. A user’s query is then mapped to concept names using
semantic similarity techniques, and videos are retrieved based on their aggregated scores across the relevant100

concept classifiers (Awad et al., 2017).
Results from the field of action recognition suggest that by considering high-level features, a clinical

concept-based video retrieval system could be trained to include fine-grained human actions as concepts.
However, training data must still be available for each action of interest in advance, and clinicians must either
agree a standard set of action descriptions to ensure they type effective search queries, or rely on automatic105

semantic similarity measures (Ueki et al., 2017; Mikolov et al., 2013). Data requirements for training concept
classes featuring human actions are substantial, with most methods relying on large research-community
generated datasets (e.g., Soomro et al. (2012)), and the difficulty of mapping natural language queries to
concepts can be seen in the reduced performance of fully-automatic systems (which process natural language
queries verbatim) versus manually-assisted systems (where keywords are manually selected based on natural110

language queries) (Awad et al., 2018).
The challenges of providing sufficient training examples and defining effective search queries in words

has seen the investigation of alternatives to text-based queries which use richer forms of query data, and
direct comparisons between query data and target videos via more general purpose feature-based similarity
measures which bypass concept learning altogether. Examples include: query-by-example where users can115

provide an example image or video defining their query (e.g., Snoek et al. (2007); Yang et al. (2013)), query-
by-sketch where users can draw their query (e.g., Hu et al. (2007)), query-by-object where users can provide
an image of an object defining their query (e.g., Sivic & Zisserman (2003)), and combinations thereof (e.g.,
Moreno-Schneider et al. (2017)).

Here we argue that the most natural method for defining queries pertaining to fine-grained human120

movement is to move your own body: query-by-movement. We then make a direct comparison between
high-level pose-based features extracted from a user’s query and high-level pose-based features extracted
from target videos. This approach gives individual PTs the freedom to look for any movements they require,
based on the type of therapy they use, the patient’s disability and/or the patient’s level of progress.

1.3.3. Interactive Content-Based Video Retrieval125

Despite the potential to define rich, multimodal queries, fully-automatic content-based video retrieval
remains a very challenging problem in the general case (Lokoč et al., 2018). This has led to an interest in
interactive content-based video retrieval systems which give users some degree of control over the search
processes which operate following submission of a query, and the final decision on the relevance of videos
which are retrieved (Schoeffmann et al., 2010, 2015).130

Interactive systems range from carefully crafted user interfaces (UIs) which support users in fast manual
browsing of many hours of video via keyframes (Hürst et al., 2015), to more complex methods which can
dynamically cluster or re-rank keyframes based on visual similarity or highlighted concepts (Barthel et al.,
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Figure 2: A PT’s query for a left-to-right head rotation, recorded in the clinic (left), produces a ranked list of similar movements
from videos that have been recorded at home (right).

2015; Lu et al., 2017), or filter keyframes based on colours or objects present (Bailer et al., 2016; Moumtzidou
et al., 2017). Ultimately however, each approach aims to support the user in quickly identifying promising135

scenes before watching them back to make judgements about their relevance. Though interactive systems
typically take longer than fully-automatic systems to achieve equivalent levels of recall, they can be used to
ensure high precision results (Lokoč et al., 2019).

Interactive systems are also effective when users do not have a detailed search term in mind, or are
interested in more abstract properties which are true for large portions of the target video database (Lokoč140

et al., 2018). The interactive, human-in-the-loop approach still allows for relevant results to be identified
quickly, and even though they may differ substantially from an initial query.

In our own application scenario, where PTs must consider subtle aspects of context which cannot be
captured by pose-based features in isolation, we argue that it is natural to formulate a solution based on
interactive search, where PTs are supported in quickly reviewing videos generated by an automated search145

process in order to make final judgements about clinical relevance.

1.4. Proposed System

We propose an interactive video retrieval system which is specifically aimed at allowing PTs to retrieve
fine-grained human head movements, based on the output of a contemporary head pose estimation technique.

One useful side benefit of performing pose estimation in the clinic is that clinicians can use it to extract150

pose-based features from videos of themselves. We draw on this fact to provide a query-by-movement
interface where PTs can move their own head in order to initiate searches for any defined movement, thus
facilitating a more flexible clinical analysis than has been possible with previous retrospective approaches
(Ploderer et al., 2016b; Huang et al., 2014). We do this by implementing a novel algorithm for identifying
and ranking similarities between sequences of head pose estimates and using it to build an interactive video155

retrieval UI specifically for PTs who train head control, using a participatory design process.
PTs can use the system to define new search queries simply by performing the desired head movement

in front of a webcam at the clinic, and then use their queries to retrieve ranked lists of similar movements
in videos that have been recorded at home (Fig. 2). After submitting a query PTs see keyframe summaries
of each video in the ranking, allowing them to make quick and effective decisions about which videos to160

watch back. They can then play and re-watch videos to consider context, ‘flag’ relevant videos with different
colour codes, and save their search results.

In common with other interactive search methods, PTs can also use the system to browse movements
where their interests are less well defined. For example, rather than stopping searching as soon as movements
begin to depart significantly from their original search query, they can continue their search to see what165

form these departures take and their relative rates of occurrence (e.g., where a patient is struggling with a
particular exercise or a commonly performed movement, see the lower-ranked result in Fig. 2).

Finally, to address requirements identified by other investigations into retrospective methods (Huang
et al., 2014; Ploderer et al., 2016b), we also provide PTs with quick search summaries, showing the total
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number of events they have flagged for a patient, the times and dates they occurred, and their distribution170

over the programme of therapy.

1.5. Clinician-Led Study

Clinical uptake of technology enabled care methods, such as retrospective methods, has generally been
relatively slow, with cultural resistance from clinicians who report feeling they are victims of ‘technology
push’, excluded from system design processes, and underprepared and undertrained for new deployments175

(European Commission, 2014). Bringing about sustained changes in the delivery of physical therapy is
non-trivial; Hochstenbach-Waelen & Seelen (2012) propose use of a 5-stage process which focuses on clin-
icians first, with successive phases of ‘orientation’ (creating awareness, interest and support) and ‘insight’
(knowledge, understanding of relationship to current practices, and potential benefits) before ‘acceptance’,
‘change’ and ‘sustained change’ become possible.180

Our work at this stage of project development was entirely focused on clinicians and clinician-led, with
no patient involvement. PTs took cameras into their own homes to generate test data, helped to design the
analysis software through a participatory design process, and evaluated the performance of the final system
by reviewing their colleagues’ videos. This approach was taken in order to ensure the orientation and insight
components were appropriate for clinical staff and to leave them in a position where they could adopt the185

methods for use with patients, should they wish to, without reliance on a technical team.

1.6. Contributions

The paper makes the following specific contributions:

• A search algorithm for comparing a short sequence of head pose estimates extracted from video of a
clinician with longer sequences extracted from video recorded at home, in order to produce a ranked190

list of similar movements.

• A search system which allows clinicians to review those movements, with the original video for context,
record judgements about their clinical relevance, and view summaries of their searches.

• Empirical evidence from clinician-led evaluation of the search system by a group of PTs who train
head control in children with neurodisability.195

In terms of the final system’s novelty versus other existing expert and intelligent systems, to the best of
our knowledge it represents:

• The first retrospective progress monitoring system to preserve context through video;

• The first content-based video retrieval method to support query-by-movement;

• The first content-based video retrieval method to support fine-grained human actions.200

2. Methods

2.1. Overview

The proposed system allows clinicians to define search queries by recording a ‘query video’ of themselves
making the head movement they are interested in finding in the ‘target video’ that has been recorded at
home. We use a commercial Netgear Arlo system (Netgear, 2018) for secure and convenient recording205

at home (Fig. 3), with only a standard webcam at the clinic. The OpenFace (Baltrušaitis et al., 2016)
face tracker (Baltrušaitis et al., 2013) is used to extract estimates of 3D head rotation from both query
video and target video, and a clustering-based algorithm is used to find approximate matches between
the resulting sequences of rotations. Matches are ranked based on their similarity (using discrete Fréchet
distance comparisons between sequences of quaternions) and displayed back to the clinician as short videos,210

preserving the context of the original movement, and giving the PT the final decision on clinical relevance
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Figure 3: Wireless Netgear Arlo camera used for home recording; one for front view and one for side view.

(Fig. 2). To address requirements identified by other investigations into retrospective methods (Ploderer
et al., 2016b; Huang et al., 2014), the system also provides PTs with quick search summaries, showing
the total number of events they have flagged as relevant, the times and dates they occurred, and their
distribution over time.215

2.2. Search Algorithm

This algorithm provides a method for comparing a sequence of 3D head rotations from a query video
(the ‘query data’) with a longer sequence of 3D head rotations from a target video (the ‘target data’), in
order to generate a ranked list of similar movements. The approach consists of the following stages: (i)
clustering of the target data; (ii) extraction of similar movements from the clustered target data given new220

query data from the PT; (iii) scoring and ranking of results for presentation to the PT.

2.2.1. Clustering Rotations

To cluster 3D head rotations we use a unit quaternion representation q = (q1, q2, q3, q4)> where rotations
can be thought of as points on the surface of a 4D unit sphere, and the following metric for computing the
distance, ψ, between two rotations, q1 and q2, is computationally efficient and accounts for the fundamental
quaternion ambiguity q = −q (Huynh, 2009),

ψ(q1,q2) = arccos(|q1.q2|). (1)

We use the method of Yershova et al. (2009) to generate a set of N quaternion cluster centres, uniformly
distributed over the space of all rotations, C = {q̇1, q̇2, ..., q̇N}, and use these points to perform nearest
neighbour clustering of target data in terms of the distance measure in Equation (1). Target data traces out a225

trajectory across the surface of the unit sphere over time, P = {q1,q2, ...,qT }, and the ith cluster captures
a number of short, consecutive runs of data where the trajectory passes nearby: Ri = {R1, R2, ..., Rri},
where Rj = {qtj ,qtj+1,qtj+2, ...,qTj

}. We formulate our approach to searching P in terms of the set of all
runs {Ri}∀i ∈ C which are mutually disjoint and cover P .

2.2.2. Generating Results230

Results are generated based on query data from the PT consisting of a new sequence of head rotations,
S = {q̂1, q̂2, ..., q̂M}. The first and last quaternions q̂1 and q̂M are used to find a subset of starting clusters
Cstart ∈ C and stopping clusters Cstop ∈ C that lie within a fixed distance δ of q̂1 and q̂M respectively, in
terms of Equation (1). Any continuous sequence of rotations in P that connects a cluster from Cstart with a
cluster from Cstop is then selected as a result, subject to the following two conditions: i) that the total time235

elapsed between leaving the start cluster and entering the end cluster falls within some acceptable margin
of the original query duration (here we use 50-150%); ii) that for any pair of overlapping results, the one
with the highest discrete Fréchet distance from the query data is deleted (see following section).

During a search these rules can be used to generate results quickly by iterating over the set of all runs in
the starting clusters, Rstart = {Ri}∀i ∈ Cstart and comparing the timestamps of their last members against240

those of the first members in the equivalent set of runs Rstop = {Ri}∀i ∈ Cstop.
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Figure 4: Overview of search system: (a) A PT moves their head to record a query video using a laptop webcam; (b) The PT
reviews the accuracy of the pose estimates extracted from the resulting video (blue superimposed cuboid representing estimated
3D rotation) and crops the movement, setting precise start and stop points in time; (c) Approximate matches in target videos
are found, ranked on similarity, and displayed, and the PT can watch them back, consider context, and flag them with a range
of different colour codes based on their relevance (here red and green flags have been used); (d) The PT can view graphical
search summaries showing the distribution of flagged events over the duration of the programme of therapy, and click on them
to access the original movements in the target videos, along with date and time information (by clicking individual histogram
elements in each interval).

2.2.3. Ranking Results

Results are scored and ranked based on their discrete Fréchet distance (DFD) (Eiter & Mannila, 1994)
from the PT’s original query data, S. The DFD is given by the minimum distance required to connect a
point moving through the consecutive samples in the query data with a point moving through the consecutive245

samples in the result, but where the rate of movement of each point need not be uniform. Typically, the
distance measure is a Euclidean distance between points in an N-D space, but here we use Equation (1) to
compare distances between quaternions. The result with the lowest DFD score (closest match to S) receives
the top ranking, and so on.

2.2.4. Generating Subsequent Results250

Extra ‘pages’ of results can be generated by increasing δ to include more clusters in the sets Cstart and
Cstop, and repeating the result generation steps above, subject to the additional condition that any result
which overlaps with one already seen on a previous page, is deleted.

2.3. Search System

A browser-based search system was designed to allow PTs to extract head poses from query videos of255

themselves and from the target video using the OpenFace face tracker (Baltrušaitis et al., 2016, 2013), and
then compare the two sets of results using the methods defined in the previous section. The system resulted
from a participatory design process (Schuler & Namioka, 1993), where PTs tested and gave feedback on an
initial prototype to which investigators then responded. An overview of the final system is given in Fig. 4.

2.3.1. Recording a Query Video260

PTs can access a ‘record’ page to record new query videos via a webcam. This is done directly through
the browser window, using the MediaRecorder API (Mozilla, 2018), and the search system is intended for
use on a standard laptop or tablet at the clinic (Fig. 4a). PTs can use the ‘record’ page to review, re-record
and/or save as many different query videos as they need.
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(a) M1: left-to-right (b) M2: up-to-down

(c) M3: corner-to-corner (d) M4: side-to-side

Figure 5: Examples of each of the four head movements M1-M4 (a-d) searched for by the PTs.

2.3.2. Extracting Pose Estimates265

Once query videos have been recorded, PTs access an ‘update’ page, which makes asynchronous requests
to a local Node.js server in order to process the videos with the OpenFace face tracker (Baltrušaitis et al.,
2016, 2013) and cluster the resulting head pose estimates. The ‘update’ page also handles the processing of
any new target videos that are copied onto the computer, extracting and clustering pose estimates in the
same way. The ‘update’ page requires no user interaction and is designed to be left permanently running in270

the clinic. Once processing of a new query video is complete, a ‘crop’ page enables PTs to manually step
though the individual frames of their video with the OpenFace pose estimates superimposed, setting new
start and stop times (Fig. 4b). This process also allows PTs to review the accuracy of the pose estimation,
and discard a query video that has produced errors.

2.3.3. Searching Target Videos275

PTs’ query videos are saved permanently and can be used to search a collection of target videos from
any one individual with a single button press. Each search result is represented by a static video abstract
comprised of 4 images, evenly spaced in time across the duration of the corresponding movement. Extra
pages of results can be generated by clicking a ‘next’ button, and PTs are free to generate and navigate
between as many pages of results as they wish. Clicking on a static abstract causes a video playback modal280

to appear through which the video of the corresponding movement can be played back and, if desired, flagged
with colour-coded flags. No fixed meanings are attached to flag colours, with PTs free to use them as they
wish. Upon applying a flag the original static abstract is highlighted in the same colour (Fig. 4c). Watched
but unflagged results are set translucent to help the PT keep track of their progress.

Search results are stored permanently and a PT can access and resume them at any future time. If285

new target videos have been added then, upon resuming an existing search, any new results automatically
appear within the overall list of results (ranked appropriately). In this way PTs can retain searches for long
periods of time, returning to them to add flags as more target video data becomes available.

2.3.4. Graphical Overviews

PTs can access a graphical single-page summary for each of their searches, where target video timestamps290

and durations are used to plot the total number of minutes recorded each day, and a histogram of the total
number of flagged events within each day (Fig. 4d). Clicking individual events in the histogram intervals
causes the original movement from the target video to be played back, along with its date and time.
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3. Experiments

3.1. Overview295

Clinicians took cameras into their own homes to generate a structured target video dataset containing
relevant head movement events. PTs subsequently searched their colleagues’ target videos in order that the
search system’s performance could be evaluated.

3.2. Participants

Three PTs (PT1-PT3, all female, based at The Movement Centre, Oswestry, UK) participated in the300

study. The PTs specialised in training movement control, including head control, in children with neuromotor
disability. Their clinical experience in this field was between 3 and 14 years.

3.3. Target Video Datasets

The PTs each used a 2-camera Netgear Arlo (Netgear, 2018) to film themselves during three separate
recording sessions, each lasting no less than 30 minutes. The first session was recorded at the clinic, and305

the following two sessions were recorded in the PT’s own home. At times of their own choosing during each
session, PTs performed controlled left-to-right head rotations (movement M1, Fig. 5a), as an example of a
clinically relevant patient movement. One camera was placed directly in front of them to give a view of their
face allowing for head pose estimation, and one camera placed to their left or right to give a side-view of
the full upper body for additional context. The total number of relevant movements performed was known310

only to that PT and passed to one of the investigators for use in evaluating the subsequent search tasks. In
total, the three PTs recorded just over 3.5 hours of data.

One investigator then used the Arlo system at home to record: (i) a ‘5-day’ dataset, identical in design
to the PT dataset, but featuring five longer sessions on each of 5 consecutive days (total of 4.2 hours), and
including examples of all of the movements M1-M4 from Fig. 5; (ii) an ‘Empty’ data set (total of 55 minutes)315

containing no relevant head movements. The nature of both these datasets was completely unknown to the
PTs.

3.4. Parameter Settings

Pose estimates from all of the target video datasets were extracted and clustered using the ‘update’
page, before PTs attempted any search tasks. N = 5000 cluster centres were used to generate the runs320

{Ri}∀i ∈ C. A value for δ was estimated from recordings of the participants during comfortable still sitting,
by retaining the maximum observed change in head rotation, δ = 0.1162. This value was scaled in integer
multiples to generate subsequent pages of search results (2δ, 3δ, ...).

3.5. Search Tasks

The three PTs were asked to record two query videos each and complete the following search tasks: (i)325

finding every example of M1 for each of their colleagues; (ii) finding every example of M1 in the ‘5-day’
dataset; (iii) finding every example of one other movement (M2, M3, or M4) in the ‘5-day’ dataset; (iv)
finding every example of M1 in the ‘Empty’ dataset (though in fact there were none).

3.6. Analysis

For each search, the following metrics were computed:330

Events found : The number of relevant events flagged by the searching PT, versus the true number of
relevant events contained in the target videos.

Search times: The time taken from a PT clicking onto the first page of results until they reported having
finished their search.

Time savings: The difference between the search time and the time that would be required to watch the335

target videos back in full, expressed as a percentage of the latter.
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Table 1: Search results: PTs each searched all of their colleagues’ target videos for the movement M1.

Events Found Search Time (mm:ss) Time Saving (%)

Search task PT1 PT2 PT3 PT1 PT2 PT3 PT1 PT2 PT3

PT1(M1) - 26/27 6/6 - 18:18 6:26 - 83.6 89.8
PT2(M1) 20/21 - 6/6 17:15 - 7:50 82.0 - 87.6
PT3(M1) 19/21 24/27 - 8:12 11:15 - 91.4 89.9 -

Table 2: Search results for the ‘5-day’ target video dataset. This dataset contains over 4.2 hours of video in total.

Search task Events Found Search Time (mm:ss) Time Saving (%)

PT1(M1) 34/35 13:26 94.7
PT1(M2) 2/2 3:30 98.6

PT2(M1) 34/35 15:13 94.0
PT2(M3) 4/4 4:22 98.3

PT3(M1) 35/35 10:39 95.8
PT3(M4) 3/3 2:12 99.1

4. Results

Table 1 shows the number of events found, search time and estimated time savings for each of the PTs
searching their colleagues’ target videos. We use the notation PTN(M#) to refer to the Nth PT’s search for
the movement M#. Table 2 and Table 3 show the same three measures for the PTs’ searches of the ‘5-day’340

and ‘Empty’ datasets, respectively.
Fig. 6 shows every PT’s search time for every target video dataset, versus the true number of relevant

events contained in the corresponding target videos.
From a clinical perspective, in total across all their searches, the PTs found 229/238 events (or 96.2%).

In almost every case, relevant events that were missed were due to pose estimation failures on the target345

videos. OpenFace pose estimation can fail if facial features are substantially occluded and most failures
(and missed events) came from self-occlusions due to rotation of the head close to or past 90◦ relative to
the camera. Pose estimation failures on query videos were not an issue because PTs saw pose estimation
results when cropping their query videos and could identify problems and re-record if necessary. (Though
this was not necessary in the evaluation here.)350

Search times did not appear to be related to the durations of the target video datasets (Table 2) but
increased with the true number of relevant events in the target videos (Fig. 6). This result is encouraging
as in a real clinical deployment, PTs would likely be searching very many/long target videos for relatively
few relevant events. The time savings for all individual searches were above 80% with most above 90%, and
many of the savings on the longer ‘5-day’ dataset above 95%. For example, PT3 found all 35/35 left-to-right355

(M1) events in 10 min 39 sec, a time saving of 95.8%, and all 3/3 side-to-side (M4) events in just 2 min 12
sec, a time saving of 99.1%. These time savings are probably a conservative estimate, since conventional
searching of a video for specific events involves repeated replaying of sections of that video.

Table 3: Search results for the ‘Empty’ target video dataset (55 minutes of video).

Search task Events Found Search Time (mm:ss) Time Saving (%)

PT1(M1) 0/0 1:54 96.6
PT2(M1) 0/0 1:37 97.1
PT3(M1) 0/0 2:33 95.4
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Figure 6: Search times versus the true number of relevant events contained in the target videos, for every search by every PT.

5. Discussion

Although there is undoubtedly further work to be undertaken, we believe we have created a first gener-360

ation video-based retrospective system to address the objectives we defined of:

i) enabling any patient to share information about progress at home, simply by sharing video (with
assistance from carers, if needed) and

ii) building intelligent systems to support Physical Therapists (PTs) in reviewing the resulting video data
and extracting the detail relating to the body movements of interest for a given patient: i.e., video-based365

retrospective systems.

This proposed system potentially enables PTs to achieve improved healthcare outcomes for their patients.

5.1. Discussion of the System

In contrast to other retrospective systems (e.g., SenseCap (Huang et al., 2014) and ArmSleeve (Ploderer
et al., 2016b)), our proposed system is unique in allowing PTs to i) look for specific user-defined fine-grained370

movements, ii) providing them with video for context, and iii) providing summaries of their previous searches.
In comparison with other fine-grained action recognition approaches (e.g., Chéron et al. (2015)), our approach
has the advantage that it does not require large amounts of training data for new action classes, needing
only a single example from the PT. In addition, because pose-based features are easy to interpret (versus
appearance- or motion-based features) PTs can review their queries to ensure they accurately capture the375

information they require for clinical judgement (Section 2.3.2). The algorithm for comparing queries with
longer videos reliably produces high recall results but with relatively low precision, consistent with existing
fully automatic content-based video retrieval approaches. However, PTs can use the interactive search
interface to significantly increase precision without sacrificing recall, and in a substantially shorter time
than would be required to review the footage in full (with reductions of as much as 99.1%). In common with380

other interactive search methods, PTs can also use the system to browse movements where their clinical
interests are less well defined. As an example, rather than stopping the search as soon as movements
begin to depart significantly from their original search query, they can gain valuable clinical information by
continuing their search to see what form these departures take and their relative rates of occurrence (e.g.,
where a patient is struggling with a particular exercise or a commonly performed movement). In contrast to385

other content-based video retrieval methods, the system is able to retrieve fine-grained human movements,
important to the PT needs, where contemporary concept-based systems (e.g., Ueki et al. (2017)) support
only coarse actions such as ‘stand up’, and ‘walk’. The system is also the first content-based video retrieval
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system to support query-by-movement, allowing for the natural and unambiguous definition of new queries
for fine-grained movements (e.g., versus typing text-based descriptions).390

The potential benefits of adopting the system include the provision of feedback to the patient or carer on
a rapid basis, using a conventional telemedicine approach if needed. It also opens up a series of associated
benefits, including better-informed decision-making when updating the plan of care which can be done prior
to the next face-to-face session and the ability to schedule face-to-face sessions more responsively and more
efficiently (e.g., delaying or expediting them based on patient progress). All these have positive implications395

for eventual patient outcomes, PT time, and cost, over the course of a programme of therapy.

5.1.1. Limitations of the System

Our approach is not as robust to variations in video footage as contemporary methods for coarse action
recognition (e.g., Simonyan & Zisserman (2014)) and content-based video retrieval (e.g., Ueki et al. (2017)).
We assume only partial occlusions and good lighting for pose estimation to succeed, and static cameras facing400

towards the patient/clinician in order to achieve consistent measurements of relative head rotation that are
suitable for comparison. Pose estimation itself is relatively resource intensive, requiring reasonable processing
power and storage space to be available at the clinic, with associated cost implications (OpenFace runs in
approximately real-time, requiring 1 minute of processing time to extract pose estimates from 1 minute of
video). However, it is this shifting of the processing burden for pose estimation into the clinic that ensures405

patients are free to share video in any way they wish, and without the need for bespoke hardware/software
in their home (as necessary with all other proactive and retrospective systems). Using the system to achieve
good recall rates takes time (e.g., the longest search conducted by any PT in this study was just over
18 minutes), again with resource implications for the clinic. Cost implications for the clinic are discussed
further in Section 5.3. Finally, if pose estimation fails – either during a video recorded at home, or a query410

recorded at the clinic – then search will fail. However, the performance and rate of improvement in modern
monocular head pose estimation methods is impressive and our proposed system is independent of the
particular method used, meaning that new methods can be easily substituted in as they become available
(e.g., substituting OpenFace for OpenFace 2.0 (Baltrusaitis et al., 2018)).

The algorithm underlying the proposed system is a relatively simple strategy for the cluster-based identi-415

fication and DFD-based ranking of similar sequences of head poses. We used naive clustering of quaternions,
comparing every head pose against every cluster centre using Equation (1) to find nearest neighbours. For
a large amount of data like the ‘5-day’ dataset this took approximately 20 minutes. This time could be
reduced through space partitioning methods such as k-d trees or R-trees (Guttman, 1984). The DFD was
used to compare those sequences identified through clustering, with a PT’s query, and rank them. However,420

this comparison does not take account of differences in the speed of movements and this would be a valuable
addition. More sophisticated algorithms for sequence comparison that can be used to account for differences
in time (e.g., Dynamic Time Warping) should be considered in future work (see also Section 5.3). Finally,
versus other interactive methods for content-based video retrieval, the proposed system does not yet allow
for any form of relevance feedback (Rossetto et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2017), where the user’s interactions with425

the system are continually fed back into the underlying search mechanism (e.g., by updating an original
query to incorporate results marked as relevant); specific suggestions for future work in this area are made
in Section 5.3.

5.2. Discussion of the Study

We believe the target video datasets, with their ground truth completely unknown to the PTs searching430

them, allow a meaningful and positive picture of clinicians’ trust in search results to emerge. The relationship
in Fig. 6 continued to hold true for the ‘Empty’ dataset, which contained no relevant events, with PTs
confident to terminate their search. This finding, together with the significant time savings and assurance
of finding relevant events gives confidence to pursuing this search approach as a clinically appropriate and
useful system.435

We took a clinician-led approach to the early stages of development: this investment by the PTs helped
to shape the software and enabled them to have first-hand experience of the hardware. We believe that this
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was vital to the success of this study and will be critical to proposed future work with patients (see Section
5.3).

This clinician-led participatory design process not only helps ensure that software does what is clini-440

cally required, but helps to build a sense of ownership that could avoid previously reported perceptions of
‘technology push’ (European Commission, 2014). It also ensures clinicians have the depth of knowledge
necessary to provide high quality guidance to their patients (Hale & Kvedar, 2014) such as ensuring consent
is properly informed (McCall & Baillie, 2017) around complex issues such as privacy and data security (Hall
& McGraw, 2014).445

5.2.1. Limitations of the Study

This was a relatively small study, involving three PTs and focusing on four different head movements.
Although there are advantages in the long term to starting with a clinician-led study (as above), the patient’s
experience of the system has not been measured in this present study and remains an important topic for
future investigation. This would include the security concerns that surround sharing video data recorded450

at home (Climent-Pérez et al., 2019). Once these issues have been addressed, studies can investigate the
impact on patient progress or efficiency savings during a real programme of physical therapy.

5.3. Implications and Future Work

The following sections discuss the implications of the study and propose future work to improve the
current state of knowledge in the field, both from a clinical and technical perspective.455

5.3.1. Clinical Perspective

Our proposed system has the potential for immediate use in the retrospective review of patient movement
at home, including movements by patients who are not readily able to engage with proactive systems requir-
ing interaction, or who are not comfortable wearing invasive sensors. The query-by-movement approach has
considerable possible impact since PTs have freedom to investigate whatever movements they need to, and460

without the need for any technical assistance. This opens this approach to application in numerous different
forms of therapy, searching for unique movements relevant to a particular patient’s disability or progress.
To date, the customisation of movement specifications to individual patients has only been demonstrated in
proactive systems, and only possible with technical assistance (Alankus et al., 2010).

Our proposed next stage will be to support a PT-led deployment of Arlo cameras to child patients, and465

using the system to review shared videos. Although the system is not tied to any particular method of
recording video, cameras systems such as the Arlo are completely wireless and can be attached to a patient’s
standing frame or other device used specifically for head control training. They can also be transferred
to other equipment used by the patient, such as a wheelchair, or used to record video of daily functional
activities.470

This study used a clinicians first approach (Hochstenbach-Waelen & Seelen, 2012) with the result that the
participating PTs are well placed to advise patients and their families on the potential benefits of the system
and the realities of taking a Netgear Arlo camera home. However, to promote wider consideration/adoption
of the system, the following resources would be valuable: i) a repository of information on other camera
hardware that can be used to share video from home; ii) guidance to patients on recording good quality475

footage (i.e., where subsequent pose estimation at the clinic is likely to succeed); iii) packaging of new and
alternative pose estimation software for easy download and use with the system by clinics (e.g., new versions
of OpenFace, or future alternatives); iv) performance metrics from larger clinician-led studies investigating
a wider range of movements relevant in different therapies.

The practical implications of adopting the system for a clinic include: the cost of camera hardware for480

patients; the cost of computing and storage hardware for the clinic; the cost of staff time spent on reviewing
videos. Each of these implications deserves proper consideration in future work against the existing costs and
efficacy of a programme of therapy where progress sharing from home is not possible. No such comparison
has been published for any system for the retrospective clinical review of human movement at home, and is
important outstanding work.485
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5.3.2. Technical Perspective

Larger clinician-led studies would offer an opportunity for the further investigation of a number of
technical implications. Including, first, the effect of the sequence comparison algorithm on rankings and
search times. Alternatives to the DFD such as Geometric Edit Distance and Dynamic Time Warping could
be explored. The latter could also allow for the consideration of temporal differences between movements490

using recovered warping paths, which may be valuable where the speed of movement is an important clinical
aspect. Second, other pose estimation approaches (e.g., Zhang et al. (2014); Asthana et al. (2014)) could be
evaluated both in terms of search performance metrics but also the associated computational overhead at
the clinic. The latter should consider the use of space partitioning methods such as k-d trees and R-trees
(Guttman, 1984) during the subsequent clustering of pose estimates. Third, large clinician-led studies would495

allow exploration of the effect of relevance feedback strategies on search performance metrics. Specifically,
we would suggest allowing PTs to dynamically substitute relevant results for their initial query, or add them
to a set of queries and compute minimum DFD scores across the set.

Other studies of retrospective systems (Huang et al., 2014; Ploderer et al., 2016b,a) have proposed sharing
visual summaries with patients and carers to provide motivation and feedback on progress. The methods500

proposed in this study ensure that video data only ever flows from patient to PT, ensuring that patients
and clinics can benefit from the secure infrastructure offered by camera manufacturers. (E.g., Netgear use
AES 128-bit encryption of video, Transport Layer Security (TLS) for upload, sharing by invitation only,
enforcement of strong password requirements, and the use of a secure HTTPS connection for download.)
However, future work could look at methods for the secure sharing of search summaries from the clinic to505

the home (e.g., using secure data transmission protocols via a web browser) with large clinician-led studies
evaluating the resulting benefits.

Finally, although we have used the example of head pose, applications of the methods described are
possible wherever there exists an appropriate image-based pose estimation algorithm for the body parts of
interest, e.g. fingers, face, arm, etc. The methods described in Section 2 are applicable to other kinds of pose-510

based features by substituting Equation (1) for a suitable distance metric for use in the initial clustering and
the computation of DFD scores. Euclidean distance could be used, for example, to compare joint locations
or facial landmarks. Applications to other pose-based features relevant to other types of physical therapy
would be a valuable topic for future investigation.

Applying interactive content-based video retrieval methods to finding fine-grained human actions is515

a novel contribution of the work. Answering these outstanding technical questions would allow an initial
performance benchmark to be established, and encourage research and contributions on the topic, similarly to
those benchmarks established through events like the Text Retrieval Conference’s Video Retrieval Evaluation
(Awad et al., 2018) and the Video Browser Showdown Lokoč et al. (2019).

6. Conclusions520

In this study, we have used a clinician-led approach to develop an interactive content-based video retrieval
system based on contemporary image-based pose estimation techniques, thus enabling any patient to share
video of their movements at home. This work contributes the first retrospective progress monitoring system
to preserve context through video, the first content-based video retrieval method to support query-by-
movement and the first content-based video retrieval method to support fine-grained human actions. An525

application to head pose has demonstrated excellent performance in terms of recall and search time, while
the iterative, user-centred design process has ensured the associated interface meets the needs of Physical
Therapists (PTs). Our results provide support to sharing videos as a promising way for patients to provide
their PTs with information about progress made at home and information that may otherwise be unavailable
due to patient constraints such as age and ability to comply. Video sharing is non-invasive, preserves the530

context of movements for the PT to see, and allows for sharing information about movement during daily
life in addition to movement during recommended activity. The disadvantages are the initial costs of camera
hardware for the home, and processing and storage hardware for the clinic. We propose future research,
including large clinician-led studies, to explore these areas further and to refine some of the current technical
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aspects, leading to greater benefits in terms of patient outcomes, PT time, and reduction in cost, over the535

course of a programme of therapy.
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